
Some Notes on Tolo Grammar

Adjectives

Adjectives are almost always placed after the noun which they modify. The exception to this rule

is numerals which come before the noun. For example:

'big child* baka lava

'one child' tsikai baka

Other adjectives which indicate 'how many' or 'how much' also come before the noun. For example:

'some books' kesana buka

'every day' pipi dani
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Possessive Adjectives

Possession is indicated by either a prefix or a suffix, depending upon whether the noun which is

being modified is considered amenable or inalienable. When something is considered to be an integral

or important part of someone or something it is inalienable and the possessive is shown by adding a

suffix. For example:

'his house' valena

There is no easy rule to follow to determine which nouns are alienable and which are inalienable.

Obviously body parts such as a man's hand (timana gare) and a dog's tail (kalina kau) would be

considered inalienable. Relatives such as father, sister, uncle are inalienable, as are houses. But

friends and gardens are not. Some words may be considered to be either alienable or inalienable. For

example, the way (road) of Jesus' may be either salana lesu or nasala lesu.

Some examples of alienable and inalienable nouns are as follows:

Inalienable Alienable

mother dog

house coconut tree

clothing basket

bed food

urine land

Adverbs

In general adverbs come after the verb as in English. For example:

'He went yesterday ' Hia e ba bongi

'Hold it tightly ' Velesia ngatsj

Put it there' Talua i ai

'She came quickly ' Hia mai kesa

Adverbs of direction however usually come before the verb. For example:

go back' visu ba

'come down ' sivo mai

'come north(ward)' longa mai

There are some exceptions to both of these general rules. For example, though one can say mai
kesa for 'come quickly ', one must say savua mai when using savua to mean 'quickly*. And 'take

away' (an adverb of direction) is taho lihia .

Prepositions

The prepositions i and na are the most common Tolo prepositions and can sometimes be used

interchangeably. Other common prepositions are vania, tania, sania, sana, hinia, tavalia and

ovea. Some of these prepositions change their endings as the object of the preposition changes. For

example:

see also Appendix.
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to me'



Passive Voice

There is no construction for passive voice in Tolo. The idea is imphed by using hira 'they' or

kesana 'someone' with an active verb. For example:

Hira belia na kaui Bobi 'Bob's dog was stolen*.

Kesana ra ritsia pologu My clothing was ripped'.

Future Tense

Future tense is indicated by a verbal particle which is placed after the subject and before the verb.

This corresponds to the Pijin baebae but is different for each personal pronoun. For example:

'I will go' Nau doto ba.

'They will go' Hira dara ba.

For a list of verbal particles for the future tense, see Appendix.

A future tense indicator is always necessary even if the "future" is only a few minutes from now

and may be implied but not stated. For example:

I'm going later today' Nau doto ba dani ba.

The future tense is used in the imperative (command) construction too. For example:

Hamu sui damu tahomaia kumara karopo!

'All of you bring some kumaras tomorrow!'

Koe vania Jone ka mail

Tell John to come!'

A verbal particle for future tense is necessary here because John will be coming in the future (a

minute from now).

Plural Nouns

The English language indicates a plural noun by adding an s to it or by changing the form of the

noun, while the article before the noun remains the same. For example:

the child the children

the dog the dogs

In Tolo, the noun itself remains unchanged but is preceded by a plural article. For example:

a daki 'the woman' hira daki 'the women'

a buka the book' hira buka the books'

Negative Questions

Questions which have a negative in them are answered according to the sense of the question not.

as in English, according to the sense of the answer. For example, the English question 'Don't you

want it?' can be answered either 'Yes, I want it' or 'No, 1 don't want it*. The same question in Tolo

Vahavei, hoe taiha ngaloa? is answered:

Eo. nau taiha ngaloa Yes (that's right), I don't want it', or Taiha, nau ngaloa 'No (that's

wrong), I want it'.
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